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Senior Project.
Anonymous

C H R I S  F I N N
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Anonymous.
This poetic visual piece will depict the power of Anonymous as it relates to 

contemporary activism. Through powerful narration coupled with strong 

visuals and animation, the piece will depict concepts recently saturating the 

news: hacking, cyberattacks and anonymous activist groups. 

In today’s society, the ability to speak out and hide behind a screen, eliminating 

much of the responsibility for your words is increasingly relevant. As this idea 

makes it’s way into activism, politics and revolution the threat and power 

of certain groups will continue to grow and the secrecy of government and 

authority will diminish. 

Already, we have seen successful digital campaigns by the group “Anonymous” 

on social media platforms to take down major forces, such as the Klu Klux Klan. 

“The voice of none is stronger than the voice of one.”    -Anonymous

You should have expected us.
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“Not only has Anonymous redefined what it means to be an advocate, 

Anonymous has reinvigorated advocacy in this country and has sent it 

flying off to the digital revolution...”

Jay Leiderman
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anon·y·mous

hack·tiv·ist

Adjective

1. (Of a person) not identified by name; of unknown name.

Noun

1. A computer hacker whose activity is aimed at promoting a social or political cause.
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Dos Don’ts
Tell a poetic story using narration

Convey the idea of “Anonymous” without listing facts

Only depict the actual events through visuals, not narration

Remain neutral - no bias

Make it intense, dark, brooding - impactful

Visually depict a combination of digital and analog (cyber and traditional)

Push smooth transitions

Push the amount of depth - feeling of immersion

Create an infographic or timeline

Use hard facts in narration

Depict a concrete narrative

Show support for either side

Attach piece to a brand (no commercial)

Depict blatantly illegal hacking - only hacktivism for good/change

Dos & Don’ts
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Moodboard
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NBC The Blacklist / Classified

Imagination / Zelig Ident 2014

MoveOn / Intro Sequence

BlackOps / Intro Sequence

https://vimeo.com/77179400

https://vimeo.com/102240134

https://vimeo.com/51779686

https://vimeo.com/59047740

Motion References

https://vimeo.com/77179400
https://vimeo.com/102240134
https://vimeo.com/51779686
https://vimeo.com/59047740
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Hacktivist 
Anonymous.

The online protest movement that has defined vigilante justice in the age of the 

Internet.

Leaderless Organization. How one approaches or embraces the Anonymous 

philosophy differs from person to person.

Their actions highlight areas where the proper authorities are falling short. 

Dislikes include anti-piracy laws and authority.

Characterized as a “movement” rather than a group: anyone can be part of it. It 

is a crowd of people, a nebulous crowd of people, working together and doing 

things together for various purposes.

Notable Campaigns

2008: Project Chanology

2010: Operation Titstorm, Operation Payback and WikiLeaks

2012: Operation Quebec

2013: Op Israel

2013: Attack on the Mexican Army website

2014: Operation Ferguson 

2015: Operation Charlie Hebdo

“We are Anonymous. We are Legion. We do 
not forgive. We do not forget. Expect us.”
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Script.
Technology has driven our world to a drastic state of vulnerability.

With the proliferation of government and corporate surveillance personal 

information is targeted and tracked with unimaginable reach.

But in this age of rapidly eroding privacy, there are some who have 

dedicated themselves to the effacement of the digital self.

They are the self appointed guardians of internet morality

executing aggressive campaigns for social justice by the power of the 

crowd.

They are a screaming cry for reform to the complacent and a flaming 

light of revelation to the covert.

While they demand transparency of government and corporate 

institutions, they themselves remain hidden in the shadows of the cyber 

world.

Utilizing the digital screen as a mask they possess an unbridled authority 

and instant escape from jeopardy

They possess [pause] anonymity.

“We are Anonymous. We are Legion. ” 

Anonymous has no who

It exists, not as a group, but a movement,

aspiring to the most honest definition of a leaderless organization.

Renouncing all individual recognition, Anonymous promotes the anti- 

celebrity with strict devotion only to its ideology.

Allowing anyone to call its name, Anonymous is dynamic in its portrayal 

This is their strength... and... this is their fault.

The actions of Anonymous fall between the cracks of cyber warfare and 

political advocacy, manifesting as unstoppable cyber infiltrations with 

intent to dissuade and cripple targeted organizations.

Anonymous thrives in the era of Hacktivism.

Riding the line between rational and reckless; legal and illegal,

these acts of cyber vandalism often expose where authority falls short 

and fails to act.

Anonymous is reactive and adaptable,

Riding the wings of current events with vigilance and poise to strike 

Anonymous is more powerful and relevant than ever.

For this force, the voice of none is stronger than the voice of one 

“We do not forgive. We do not forget. Expect us.” 
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Storyboard

Technology device or symbolized by a field of lines/dots/data. Finger touches a spot - 

a burst of light and lines emerge. Camera follows emerging lines. 

VO: Technology has driven our world to a drastic state of vulnerability.

The globe rim becomes the texture of an eye iris - combined with radial tech patterns.

VO: But in this age of rapidly eroding privacy, there are some who have dedicated 

themselves to the effacement of the digital self.

Lines begin to create a globe shape. Close up on travel of lines. 

VO: With the proliferation of government and corporate surveillance 

 Three hooded men slowly lift their heads - their faces are hidden by shadows. 

Camera subtle push in. 

VO: They are the self appointed guardians of internet morality

Lines begin to create a globe shape. Close up on travel of lines. 

VO: ...personal information is targeted and tracked with unimaginable reach.

Lighting on hood becomes tiny data points. 

VO: ... executing aggressive campaigns for social justice by the power of the crowd.
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Storyboard

Data and words regarding campaigns fill the screen as we see “visibility” and 

“invisible”. 

VO: They are a screaming cry for reform to the complacent

Squares retreat back in space to a single square. 

VO: they themselves remain hidden in the shadows of the cyber world.

Data becomes overwhelming, filling the screen (to represent “screaming”). Distortion 

transitions us out. 

VO: and a flaming light of revelation to the covert. 

SFX: Source audio clips, riot, protest, news reports - chaotic mixing.

Single small square multiplies, becoming data and UI elements. Continuously 

growing...

VO: Utilizing the digital screen as a mask

Corporate looking shape builds. Squares grow from center each containing different 

perspective of corporate architecture. 

VO: While they demand transparency of government and corporate institutions, 

Camera zooms into world of data and numbers - lots of depth.

VO: ... they possess an unbridled authority and instant escape from jeopardy
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Storyboard

Data and UI elements dissipate. Word “Anonymous” animates on. And then off as 

camera pulls back. 

VO: They possess anonymity.

Video of protesters. Government officials. Twitter pages. Names and code drop in 

lists. Camera continue to pull back. 

VO: aspiring to the most honest definition of a leaderless organization.

Camera continues to pull back. Lips speak the VO. VO words animate on. Camera 

subtle pull back and rotate. 

VO: “We are Anonymous. We are Legion.”

SFX: VO blends into computer robot voice. 

Camera zooms into hole center frame that glitches open allowing us to pass through.

VO: Renouncing all individual recognition, Anonymous promotes the anti- celebrity 

with strict devotion only to its ideology.

Camera rotates, pulling back. Sweeping, circular shapes appear and specific VO words 

animate on and off. 

VO: Anonymous has no who. It exists, not as a group, but a movement,

Camera begins on close up of code line ripping through terrain. Pull out.

VO: Allowing anyone to call its name,
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Code lines converge from all directions and bloom a dynamic twirl of lines. Camera 

dutches clockwise and follows to the right.  

VO: Anonymous is dynamic in its portrayal. This is their strength… and this is their 

fault. 

Lines of code form together to separate the words “cyber..” and “political…”

VO: The actions of Anonymous fall between the cracks of cyber warfare and political 

advocacy, 

Millions of white/blue numbers. A red code is inserted. In a wave the red spreads and 

numbers change to “000000”. 

VO: manifesting as unstoppable cyber infiltrations...

Close up shot of the wave. Heavy depth of field. 

VO: ... with intent to dissuade and cripple targeted organizations.

Numbers evaporate from the center. Leaving the word “Hackti…”

VO: Anonymous thrives in the era of Hacktivism. 

Key falls close to camera and steals the focal depth away from “Hacktivism”

VO: Riding the line between... 

Storyboard
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Key shatters in slow motion. City is seen in BG, white line streaking across the frame.

VO: ...rational and reckless; legal and illegal,

these acts of cyber vandalism often...

CU key shatter.

VO: expose where authority falls short and fails to act.

Storyboard

Camera pull back. Screens and hooded figure fade into blackness and camera depth 

blur. Words animate. Glitch transition out to black. 

VO: Anonymous is more powerful and relevant than ever. For this force, the voice of 

none is stronger than the voice of one 

Screen is black. Slowly from the shadows we begin to make out a glimpse of the Guy 

Fawkes mask, before it is quickly distorted away. (ref: horror fast jitter move) 

VO: “We do not forgive. We do not forget. Expect us.”

SFX: VO blends into computer robot voice.

Hooded figure steps back in from shadows. 

VO: Anonymous is reactive and adaptable,

Screens of footage zoom past the camera in a vortex-system. 

VO:  Riding the wings of current events with vigilance and poise to strike
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t h a n k  y o u


